In Section 1 we associate certain linear differential operators to modifications of the KdV equation. An interpretation is given to the non-linear transformation of Miura [4] which converts a solution of one of modified KdV equations into that of the KdV equation.
1. In this paper we study the modified Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) equations (1) i,±6v 2 
v'+v"' = Q
where v and v r are t and x derivatives of real-valued smooth function v = v(x, t) (-co<a;, £<<x>) respectively. We shall refer to them as equations (1 + ) and (1 -) according to their signs. These equations appear in Zabusky \J6T\ as generalizations of the KdV equation (2) u- §uu'+u fff = Q and in Miura [J5] where the relation between the solutions of (1) and (2) is discussed. The existence theorem for the initial-value problem of (1) has been proved in 
(The sums are taken from 1 to TV throughout the present paper). Then this system of equations has a non-singular coefficient matrix. Put
Then for each y, the pair C^iy 5 V^y) satisfies the differential equations
We give a proof of these facts in Appendix.
Multiply i/rfy on (5b) and take the summation over j. Then we have another expression for q(x):
We pose further restriction on the system (5): Let M be a nonnegative integer such that 2M<^N. Let ff be the permutation among integers between 1 and N defined by
We assume that Cr(/)=-C* and c fl .(y ) = c^(l^y ^ TV). Now let cy depend on £ as and put
Theorem. L^ ^iy(^5 0 flwrf ^2j(x^ t) be the solution of the system (5) /or ^y = AyO&, ^) defined above and put q(x, 0=-2f2y^(^, t)^(x, t).

Then v(x, t)=-iq(x, t) is real-valued and satisfies the modified KdV equation (1 + ).
Proof. Put ^ij = i^j^ij and 0 2 y = ^/^2/-Then the system (5) Differentiating the equations (5) with respect to #, we see that 2N
functions satisfy the homogeneous system of equations associated with (5) and therefore vanish.
